
by my Father. We love hunting down pieces 
that we can give a new life and make a 
statement with in your homes. We always 
have pieces in store and online, from West 
German Vases to whole Ercol sofa sets.

Our personal favourite in our lifestyle 
section in store, making unparalleled efforts 
towards sustainability in it’s market is Salt 
& Stone. This high performance skin care 
brand not only looks nice on your bathroom 
shelf but also considers it’s relationship to 
the planet in every stage of their business. 
The packaging is not only made from 
recycled ocean plastic but the 
manufacturing process is eco-smart 
technology using renewable solar and 
hydroelectric energy, they well and truly 
have made their market. Not only do our 
customers love their products but you’ll 
often find us obsessing over them too (the 
deodorants especially!)

www.teylutrading.com
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At a time where people have never been 
more conscious about our environmental
impact on our planet and the global climate 
crisis, many people are turning towards 
sustainable and environmentally friendly 
options within their homes and lifestyles as 
a reaction against fast furniture and decor.

Here at Teylu trading in Nansledan we 
have been working hard to diversify our 
sustainable ranges and products we stock 
in our Home and kids store.

Products that stand out for their 
sustainability efforts are some of our new 
arrivals in store.The best selling ‘Re-used 
Iron Tray’ had previously been used as 
spice trays in marketplaces around the 

world. We were really excited by this 
product as it offers the opportunity to 
extend the product’s life span and give it 
a new function in your homes.

Similarly to this we offer a wide range of 
refill products, such as stoneware olive oil 
bottles and glass storage jars that’s uses 
are limitless.

This encourages the practice of heading 
to a refill store instead of buying 
excessively packaged goods, aligning 
with current trends that also promotes 
minimalistic aesthetics.

A large part of the heart of Teylu comes 
from our focus on vintage pieces sourced 

Over in our Tiny Teylu kids collection we 
have recently added Liewood’s Weston 
Storage boxes to the shelves. Made out of 
60% recycled plastic from the cosmetics 
industry. they are the perfect durable yet 
sustainable addition to the playroom.

Another key element of Teylu’s ethos is to 
source unique pieces with an emphasis 
on sustainable craft from local makers. 
We curate our Makers collection learning 
and understanding how the products are 
made with passion, love and care and we 
love to hear the stories behind some of the 
journey’s involved.

Here’s a list of some of our favorites to 
follow online:
@onearmedpotter - ceramics
@kernowtimbercreations - woodwork
@inkingsbyellie - artwork
@keynvor - candles

Pop in store Tuesday- Sat and take a look 
for yourself. Open 10-4

SUSTAINABILITY AT HOME
with Lizy & Maddy from Teylu Trading
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